MYSELF AND MY FRIENDS
if it were continued into the next world and we saw
the persecutors m a mediaeval hall being torn by
devils with red hot pincers while the saint, with a
seraphic smile, stood by saying, 1 told you so J Think
even of the Crucifixion story as treated with Pontius
Pilate in hell suffering ghastly tortures while Jesus
stood by making comments That gives one almost
exactly the point of the Bacchae It is exactly the
criticism that Euripides would have made on an
ordinary mediaeval mystery play 'You say that
blasphemous people suffer in help Very well, I
represent them doing so now see if you admire your
God who has made a hell Pentheus is a tyrant and
a persecutor, Dionysus a holy and sanctified being,
but when this holy being has his will, his full revenge,
he seems infinitely worse than his persecutor "
This helped and the help was sorely needed, for neither
Mr Poel nor I had ever seen a Greek play produced
The production was made simple and symbolic and had to
be inexpensive stage draped in purple with steps in
front, chorus of inspired damsels, four women, and four
others for the Chonc dances It was a bold experiment for,
as Gilbert Murray's letter shows, the play, unlike other
Greek plays, is non-human, superhuman, in its appeal
There is something Shaw-like in Euripides, or rather
something Eunpidean in Shaw They both delight in
putting the gods, the degraded traditions and customs
of a people, m purgatory
So I was the god Dionysus—strong and calm and
magnetic I copied costume and make-up from the
sculptures in the British Museum The dramatic critic
of the Times, well-known for his love of art and power of
graphic expression, applauded the production "It can
be imagined how compelling a figure Miss Lillah
McCarthy looks with the ivy and grapes in her hair,
and the flame-coloured tunic under her tiger-skin, a
strange Eastern god full of grace and be&uty, and of a
subtle perfume-like charm "

